Diesel Exhaust Fluid Storage Tanks
The best choice for an emerging need - DEF

Changing regulations and new diesel engine technology are creating demand for a new product, Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF)
which is a formulation of 32.5 percent urea and demineralized water. The urea DEF is stored in the on-board containers of
newer diesel engine vehicles and injected into the exhaust stream. It is designed to be used with the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) emission systems that are found on most new diesel-powered vehicles, as a step toward reducing the nitrogen
oxide (NOx) exhaust from these vehicles.
Demand and Use
The current demand for DEF in the United States is relatively small, but is growing significantly as more new vehicles
equipped with SCR emission systems enter the market. As overall demand continues to grow, fuel retailers and fleet vehicle
operators have increasingly been looking to bulk storage options for their facilities. Large truck stop retailers have actively
been adding fiberglass underground bulk storage tanks, enabling them to dispense the product at their fuel islands. Additionally, private, commercial and government fleets, many of whom maintain fueling operations, may find bulk storage of
DEF a necessity in the future. Future demand will also be driven by regulations that are not yet fully implemented which will
impact sectors of the diesel market other than passenger vehicles, such as rail, farm, marine and construction.

Consider the following features and benefits of underground bulk storage:
Facility Design – Underground storage provides greater site design flexibility and doesn’t require setting aside valuable property,
as with the use of large aboveground storage containers located on or near diesel fueling islands. Potential accidents with vehicle
collisions can be avoided and site aesthetics are greatly improved by placing bulk storage below grade.
Temperature Control – No need for special equipment and the annual costs involved in maintaining product temperature
inside the tank, which are necessary with aboveground storage containers. Urea DEF will freeze when stored below 12°F. As
storage temperatures rise, its shelf life is reduced and its quality deteriorates when exposed to temperatures exceeding 77°F for
extended durations. An underground tank provides a simple and effective way to maintain proper DEF storage temperatures.
Future Use Flexibility – Installing a UL-listed underground tank gives facility owners the option to convert their bulk DEF storage
to some other use in the future, such as diesel fuel or a different grade of gasoline. An aboveground unit with a polyethylene tank
doesn’t provide this valuable option.

The Xerxes Solution

Recognizing a growing demand for underground storage of DEF, Xerxes began developing a product in early 2010, based in
part on some of the unique requirements that must be considered in designing DEF storage and handling equipment. Many
of these unique requirements have been addressed in the Petroleum Equipment Institute’s new recommended practice PEI/
RP1100-10. Xerxes was the only underground tank manufacturer actively involved in the development of this important
equipment standard. With well over 500 DEF tanks in service throughout North America today, it’s clear that customers have
confidence in the Xerxes solution.

Consider the following Xerxes features and benefits:
Extensive Testing – The ISO standard 22241-1 is widely accepted as establishing industry requirements for DEF purity and
material compatibility. Based on this standard, carbon steels are not recommended for contact with DEF, while stainless
steel 304 and 316 are examples of recommended materials. Fiberglass reinforced plastics (FRP) and certain other materials
are not identified as either “recommended” or “not recommended,” although the standard allows for manufacturers of
equipment to test other materials beyond those identified in the document. As part of product development, Xerxes initiated
extensive testing involving independent third-party testing laboratories as well as key material suppliers, together with technical
consultations with the leading DEF product suppliers. The results on multiple levels confirmed that Xerxes tanks are suitable for
storage of urea DEF when specifically designed and manufactured for that intended use.
Superior Design – Unlike carbon steel tanks, a Xerxes fiberglass tank does not require special coatings or linings to protect
the purity of the DEF product. Xerxes uses stainless steel fittings, manway covers and striker plates. A UL-label is attached
to all tanks that meet listing criteria. Each tank interior is thoroughly cleaned and then sealed to prevent contamination during
shipping and installation. Finally, the product is backed by a 30-year warranty.
Xerxes DEF Tanks:
• Fabricated with materials specifically tested for DEF storage
• Available in single-, double-wall, and multicompartment models
• Available in UL-listed models
• Offer a 30-year limited warranty
• Use only stainless steel fittings, manway covers and striker plates
• Available throughout North America
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